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Conscious perception is influenced by long-term experience and learning, to an extent that
it might be more accurately understood and studied as primarily a reach-out phenomenon, at
least in adults. Considering human hearing, time is a deciding factor on several scales, and
the sensory information flow rate, otherwise termed the perceptual bandwidth, is modest. We
introduce the term “slow listening” and discuss how new findings from other fields of science
should be taken into account in pro audio, for instance when conducting subjective tests, and
when preserving content for future generations to enjoy.

INTRODUCTION

Are we passive receivers of sensory information from the
environment or actively collecting it? A recent review on
ways human perception is affected by time, unexpectedly
led us to findings that require discussion from a specific pro
audio perspective. For a full list of references, see [1].

Contemporary trials from several scientific fields con-
clude that our perceptual bandwidth is lower than we gen-
erally tend to believe. Instead, learning, experience, and
temporal reach-out phenomena, for instance movement and
rhythm, play major roles in perception.

User interfaces where quick recognition could be a ques-
tion of life and death address the limited conscious band-
width of humans; a horn in a car, flight deck controls (visual
design, phasic alerts, haptic alerts), medical equipment, etc.
A smartphone does every trick in the book to get noticed,
a magician knows how not to. However, subjective audio
testing puts high faith in that seemingly scarce resource,
perceptual bandwidth.

Thanks to new non-invasive in vivo experimental tech-
niques, we are getting a better understanding of how time
can affect sensing in various ways. Furthermore, explicit
consciousness, the feature considered a hallmark of hu-
mans, has lost in importance over recent decades, if phys-
iological and psychological findings have been interpreted
correctly [2].

Basing subjective tests solely on explicit conscious and
immediate responding may therefore not provide a good
enough understanding of long-term effects of a salient ex-
perience.

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR

Even thousands of years before antiquity, our forefathers
were aware of sensing, its importance, and some of its lim-
itations. The 32,000-year-old painting of an owl in Grotte
Chauvet, for instance, recognize ears and eyes as main at-
tributes, see Fig. 1a.

Socrates, Plato, and later philosophers with idealism, rea-
son, and, eventually, scientific method, helped us get a firm
stand on previous generations’ shoulders and collectively
break one step away from the cave. However, every child
born today still spends many years learning to using her or
his senses the same way a long-gone baby in Ardèche had
to.

Having noticed how unreliable perception was, René
Descartes famously took refuge only in his mind and de-
clared consciousness to be anchored in our awareness of
our own awareness, je pense, donc je suis. Enlightenment
idealist George Berkeley took the opposite stance, that
things only existed by being perceived, an idea that has
reverberated even into quantum physics and from there to
wild hypotheses on consciousness and brain topology today
[3, 4]. Nineteenth century experimental psychologists Ernst
Weber and Gustav Fechner discovered our senses to be log-
arithmic and developed the concept Just Noticeable Differ-
ence (JND), still widely relied on in a variety of sensory
studies.

However, around 1850, Hermann von Helmholtz pi-
oneered systematic studies on physics and perception.
Based on research, he came to the radical conclusion
that consciousness does not have access to all data and
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Fig. 1a, 1b. Illustrations from Grotte Chauvet, France.

Fig. 2. The quadrant model. Left side is interior/subjective. Right
side is exterior/objective.

intermediate results that produce sensation [5]. He called
the phenomenon “unconscious inference” (in German “un-
bewusster Schluss”), but he also studied other aspects of
involuntary entry into consciousness. Helmholtz’s findings
were refuted for decades but they are now at the very heart
of recent studies and models.

INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE

In our era, where extensive data about almost any highly
specific topic is instantly available, the combination of dis-
coveries from different disciplines remains essential, for
example to propose and to test new hypotheses. A mod-
ern methodology and encouragement of inter-disciplinary
problem-solving is shown in Fig. 2, the quadrant model
of Integral or Integrative Perspectivism as proposed by
philosopher Ken Wilber [6]. The concept is to consider
a question or problem from all quadrants.

Besides from being a methodology under further devel-
opment at Danish and German universities [7, 8], Integra-
tive Perspectivism has proven a valuable tool for stimulating
discussion in international standardization involving stake-
holders from different fields; for instance, engineers, physi-

Fig. 3. The two funnels of human apprehension.

cians, psychologists, artists, economists, and politicians.
Economic utilitarian societies tend to appreciate the exte-
rior (objective) right-hand quadrants more, so the model is
also a reminder of more profound human interests, spanning
millennia rather than stock cycles.

TERMINOLOGY

We use conscious in a narrow, sentient definition: The
ability to discriminate, categorize, and (to some extent)
recall external stimuli that fall within our reception range.

Attention means selective attention. It is the way we
can focus on certain aspects of sensory stimuli, mono or
multi-modal. The two are therefore entirely different.

A plethora of bodily receptors generate afferent nerve
impulses about its status, as well as our close and more dis-
tant surroundings. Reception obviously has a steep funnel
associated: We are at a given physical location in space and
time, and reception is tuned for conditions that generally
matter on planet Earth, for a creature our size and composi-
tion, having a certain life-span, etc. Our reception apparatus
registers only a certain mechanical wave frequency range
(hearing, haptic), a certain electromagnetic frequency range
(seeing, touch), certain smell/taste dimensions, etc.

Considering hearing, the brain is an active participant,
not only in the decoding of minute temporal information
but also as the main element of a sense relying heavily on
internal tuning. Hearing also makes use of a substantial
number of efferent nerve fibres [9]. Such fibres send in-
formation back to the middle and inner ears, significantly
adjusting the reception system itself.

Perception is distinguished from reception and intro-
duces a second funnel between the exterior world and con-
sciousness, see Fig. 3. Perception is entirely subjective. It is
the outcome of sentient brain processing based on experi-
ence, expectations, mood, attention, and—to some extent—
reception. Perceptual bandwidth is the rate by which we can
(consciously, at the moment) register sensory stimuli. It
measures the second funnel between the exterior world and
consciousness. The review investigated Karl Kupfmüller’s
observation of a modest upper limit for human sensory in-
formation flow, “Nachrichtenfluss” [10].
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SUMMARY OF REVIEW

Despite improved non-invasive, in vivo measurement
techniques, we still have an incomplete understanding of
human perception. However, consciousness is known to
not have access to all data and intermediate results that pro-
duce sensation; where delayed entry into consciousness can
have a wide variety of causes.

Attention is used to examine different aspects of sensing,
mono- or multimodal, but the second funnel of Fig. 3 was
confirmed to be steep. It is also not continuous, but time-
modulated in ways not fully understood.

Fatigue, age, and other factors may limit the perceptual
bandwidth further, and overwhelming or threatening situ-
ations can block most or all exteroception from entry into
consciousness. However, phenomenal consciousness, what
it is like to have an experience, has higher bandwidth than
explicit consciousness, what can be reported.

Expectations, previous learning, and experience makes
up most of adult perception. There is some evidence that
this may be realized through a hierarchy of neural processes
in which forecasts sent backward from higher levels result
in prediction errors that are fed forward from lower levels,
thereby updating the current model of the environment. Un-
der such a regiment, even partly, constantly reaching out to
our surroundings for verification and updates would be es-
sential for maintaining a useful mental map and, therefore,
for survival. Reach-out behavior in vision has the potential
to change and improve gradually over time with learning
and expertise, and overt behavior in animals has confirmed
this to be the case for other sensory modalities as well.

Without training, humans generally do not understand
or even recognize short stimuli inside a 400 ms temporal
grey-zone, phoneme discrimination being one example. De-
coding of short duration sounds in music and speech makes
use of some of the same temporal grey-zone capabilities and
cortical areas of the brain. Like language learning, training
to recognize short duration sounds at a young age is most
efficient, but brainstem and auditory cortex plasticity can
be preserved even in old people.

DISCUSSION

As a natural consequence of our limited perceptual band-
width, we have to reconsider the notion of sensory recep-
tion. Could we be systematically underestimating the ef-
ferent components of a sensory experience?Recent studies
suggest that we are and how Fig. 4 would be a more relevant
representation of human perception than Fig. 3. Thanks to
higher temporal resolution brain imaging techniques, evi-
dence is also mounting that perception is predominantly an
active process and that it could be driven mainly by exte-
roceptive prediction errors. Thus, Fig. 5 would appear even
more appropriate than Fig. 4.

As organisms, we need to be adaptive but also con-
serve resources, so reach-out in exteroception would be
just enough that we were able to resolve most uncertainty
about the environment quickly. Unexpected findings are
taken into account by the brain as potential updates of fu-

Fig. 4. Exteroception is highly influenced by experience and
efferent neural activation.

Fig. 5. Perception illustrated as a reach-out (1), modest return (2)
phenomenon; art being exceptional (3).

ture sentient predictions. Active sensing features of hearing
includes body and head movements.

If sensing primarily serves to correct experience + ex-
pectation, the time it takes to assess auditory stimuli close
to what one would with unlimited time, depends almost
entirely on familiarity with the features and artifacts evalu-
ated. From the opposite perspective, we gradually become
what we sense, without having much notion of what there
might be “outside the cave.” From generation to generation,
our species is getting better at conveying explicit informa-
tion (symbolic, language), which can be biased, but some
of our knowledge is still tacit and much of that relies on
personal sensing.

We consequently owe children reasonably unlimited sen-
sory examples so they can fully develop sentient faculties
including relevant movements. Children do not just learn;
they reach curiously out to the world and also learn how to
learn [11].

Considering hearing, short-duration phonemic contrasts
outside our mother-tongue are difficult to learn once we
grow up. Another aspect of children’s learning should be
familiarization with the language of all humanity—music—
performed using discrete acoustical instruments in a fine
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hall. Under such settings we are able to combine musical
features and the full spectrum of auditory acuity with head
movement and other reach-out actions: Frequency range,
dynamic range, localization, imaging, and envelopment.

One way to define “art,” based on the topics discussed
here, would be its exceptional ability to make perceptual
bandwidth seem to widen explosively in the receiver, for
instance when listening to Bach, seeing a Munch painting
or reading Shakespeare, Fig. 5. Looking at Fig. 1b, such a
quality may arguably be preserved for 30,000 years; again,
pointing to aspects of being human that have remained
fundamentally unchanged; in essence the upper left-hand
quadrant of Fig. 2.

Because hearing is not only employed in explicit com-
munication, but also offers a rare, relatively high band-
width channel capable of carrying tacit information across
generations, we must be careful not to over-simplify au-
ditory content and distribution due to current cognitive or
technical limitations; potentially including crude machine
learning (“AI”) algorithms.

IMPLICATIONS FOR AES

Using traditional subjective testing, it has proven difficult
to argue clearly in favor of higher data-rates than 48 kHz/24
bit linear PCM per channel [12]. The same kind of tests,
however, have also been used to promote lossy data reduc-
tion, where most audio information is discarded, though
anyone interested in sound today notice warbling “space
monkey” artifacts and collapsed imaging across platforms,
be it broadcast, YouTube, music streaming or phone. That
kind of artifact might be experienced more gravely now
than when the codecs were originally tested.

At least three temporal time-scales—the 400 ms grey-
zone, auditory fatigue, and long-term learning effects—
should be taken into account in audio standardization, so
our society is not used to rubber-stamp vulgarization in
recording, storage or distribution.

From a practical perspective, an automatic date of with-
drawal (DOW), e.g., five years later, could be associated
with any AES approval of a new audio format or water-
marking based on, for instance, less than 48 kHz/24 bit
linear per channel. If the new technology is still considered
transparent at DOW, a continued approval may be issued.

With regard to subjective testing, pre-qualification must
ensure subjects are entirely familiar with artifacts to be
detected and reported when testing is based on immediate
conscious responding; but it is indicated to generally be
highly aware of:

- Listener experience,
- Listener attention,
- Listening duration.

Experience includes intimate familiarity with the fea-
tures tested and the listening environment.

Attention means allocating perceptual bandwidth fully
to hearing and focused listening, or less.

Time means enough to satisfy every experience /
learning / fatigue-probing criteria, or less. The time required
could depend on whether or not the subject is multilingual
or a musician, on his or her age, sound pressure level, etc.,
but three practical categories are suggested: Easy listening,
trained listening, and slow listening.

Easy Listening for investigation of topics people should
generally be able to evaluate. For instance, if sound is too
loud, voice is intelligible, or reproduction is flat or immer-
sive. Besides from understanding a language, there is no
need to invoke temporal grey-zone skills.

Trained Listening when investigating topics that require
conscious listening with attention, for instance relating to
the temporal grey-zone (short duration sounds), dynamic
balance, spectral balance, assessment of imaging, etc.

Because experience plays such a fundamental role for
our starting point when subjected to sensory stimuli, lis-
teners should either use a room and equipment they know
intimately, or have plenty of time to get to know an acous-
tic environment before any tests are performed. Based on a
limited perceptual bandwidth and eight hours of dedicated
listening per day, getting to know a room and equipment in
any detail would take at least a week but assuming years
would be safer.

Trained listening has been emphasized in literature, for
instance [13], but we might still underestimate the time
required for pre and post listening learning and fatigue
assessment, or at least do not observe the importance of the
various temporal elements strongly enough.

Slow Listening is used for investigating audio questions
of possible long-term influence, where all four quadrants
of Fig. 2 have to be considered.

Slow listening should at least employ the time an experi-
enced listener needs to potentially quantify fatigue, i.e., typ-
ically hours under completely known and controlled con-
ditions; including listening level. In case what is tested for
is unfamiliar, slow listening could take as long as it would
for the subject to learn a new language, maybe more.

When reaching out, we first need to know of what to
reach for; so subjective tests, even producing repeatable
results, may have little long-term relevance if too confined
in time.

CONCLUSION

Science relies on empirical data-gathering, repeatability,
and verification; but it also relies on theory and a willing-
ness to strike out for new ones, subject to additional mea-
surements and verification [14]. The strength of evidence
in subjective pro audio testing is clearly not only down to
p value, especially if all the right questions are not asked,
or if we are not factoring-in time everywhere it potentially
is of influence.

Despite continued research on human perception, our
own inner workings may never be fully understood, let
alone the “hard problem” of consciousness. However, new
insight from all fields of science can and should be used
to allow future generations the best possible experience of
music and other sound art created today.
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We must therefore now consider if a more prominent role
should be systematically granted to that elusive quality—
time–also in pro audio evaluation and testing. To that end,
our society should also prevent the proliferation of time-
frozen algorithms with a bearing on human perception and
sentience from taking hold in production or distribution.
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